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We propose a novel multimodal benchmark – the Perception Test – that aims to extensively evaluate
perception and reasoning skills of multimodal models. The Perception Test introduces real-world videos
designed to show perceptually interesting situations and defines multiple tasks that require understand-
ing of memory, abstract patterns, physics, and semantics – across visual, audio, and text modalities. The
benchmark consists of 11.6k videos, 23s average length, filmed by around 100 participants worldwide.
The videos are densely annotated with six types of labels: object and point tracks, temporal action
and sound segments, multiple-choice video question-answers and grounded video question-answers.
The benchmark probes pre-trained models for their transfer capabilities, in a zero-shot / few-shot or
finetuning regime. Evaluation results are provided as a multi-dimensional diagnostic report, detailing
models’ strengths and weaknesses on various perception skills, computational tasks, and types of reason-
ing. Preliminary results from a human baseline compared to state-of-the-art video question answering
models show a significant gap in performance (91.4% vs 36%) suggesting that perception is far from
being solved. The training and validation splits of the benchmark are publicly available for download
at https://github.com/deepmind/perception_test, under CC-BY license, together with per-task
baseline results. We hope that the Perception Test will inspire and contribute to progress towards more
general perception models.
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1. Introduction

Significant progress in multimodal models has been made recently due to large-scale training on
multimodal data, e.g. Flamingo (Alayrac et al., 2022), PerceiverIO (Jaegle et al., 2022), BEiT-3 (Wang
et al., 2022). These models have been shown to be highly versatile, able to deal with different types
of input data or tackle new tasks by observing only a handful of examples. This is a major departure
from specialised models that are typically encountered in Computer Vision, e.g. image or action
classifiers (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2022), object detectors (Dai et al., 2021), or object
trackers (Sun et al., 2020), opening up the path towards general perception and reasoning models.

Benchmarking these models in a robust and efficient way is key in making progress towards
expanding their capabilities, by allowing researchers to rank model design and training choices and
identify areas for improvement. Many perception-related benchmarks exist, for example Imagenet
for image classification (Deng et al., 2009), Kinetics for video action recognition (Kay et al., 2017),
Audioset for audio event classification (Gemmeke et al., 2017), TAO for object tracking (Dave et al.,
2020), or VQA for image question-answering (Goyal et al., 2017), to name only a few. All of these
benchmarks have led to amazing progress in the field, but they target restricted aspects of perception:
image benchmarks discard the temporal dimension, visual question-answering tends to focus on
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only high-level semantic scene understanding, whereas object tracking tasks rely on lower-level,
texture-based aspects of individual objects. Few benchmarks define tasks over both audio and visual
modalities. Moreover, they also tend to provide large training sets and thus benchmark models for
in-distribution capabilities.

Gluing together existing benchmarks to evaluate various aspects of perception as was done in
Flamingo, Perceivers, or BEiT-3 results in large evaluation sets that are expensive to process, while still
not having a complete coverage of general perception abilities, for example physics understanding or
memory. In this work, we propose the Perception Test – a benchmark formed of purposefully designed,
filmed, and annotated real-world videos that aims to more comprehensively assess the capabilities of
multimodal perception models across different perception skills, types of reasoning, and modalities.

In designing the videos, we took inspiration from synthetic datasets like CATER (Girdhar and
Ramanan, 2020) and CLEVRER (Yi et al., 2020), from experiments in developmental psychol-
ogy (Aguiar and Baillargeon, 2002), and from motor-free perception screening tests used for children
or adults (Frostig and Horne, 1965; Martin and Gardner, 2006). The goal was to obtain a diverse
set of perceptually interesting videos, on which we could then define tasks that require memory
skills, abstraction capabilities, physics and semantics understanding, across visual, audio, and text
modalities. Following CLEVRER (Yi et al., 2020), we also include tasks that require different types of
reasoning: descriptive, explanatory, predictive, and counterfactual.

The dataset contains 11.6K videos that we densely annotate with 192K object and 9K point
tracks, 74K temporal action segments, 138K temporal sound segments, and 45K multiple-choice video
question-answer (mc-vQA) pairs and grounded video question-answer (g-vQA) pairs; see Figure 1
and Table 3. Having multiple types of annotations for the same videos has interesting methodological
implications, as cross-tasks correlation analysis can reveal biases that prevent generalisation. For
example, if a model correctly classifies an action, but then it is not able to localise where in space that
action is happening, this may point to an incorrect understanding of the scene. From a practical point
of view, the high density of annotations on a relatively small number of videos can enable efficient
evaluation: one could extract video representations once, then query with many tasks and questions
to probe their quality.

To avoid benchmark overfitting, we propose a strong generalisation evaluation regime. We assume
that the models to be tested have been pre-trained on some external datasets and tasks. In principle,
any representation or model could be evaluated on our benchmark, irrespective of the task and regime
used in their pre-training. We provide a small training set that model creators can optionally use
to fine-tune task decoders or specialize their models, and the rest is used for validation (publicly
available) and test (by submitting to a leaderboard). In this regime, we can more robustly assess the
transfer abilities of these models, such that improvement on the benchmark can more reliably predict
improvement in real-world operation.

The result of evaluating a model on the Perception Test is a diagnostics report summarising
performance across six computational tasks (single object and single point tracking, temporal action
and sound localisation, multiple-choice and grounded video question answering). In addition, for the
mc-vQA task, we provide a mapping of the results across skill areas (memory, abstraction, physics,
semantics), and across types of reasoning (descriptive, explanatory, predictive, counterfactual).

We open-source the videos and annotations in the training and validation splits and report baseline
results on validation. An evaluation server will be set up along with the release of videos from the
test split.

In the next section (section 2), we discuss related work in more detail, highlighting what sets
the Perception Test apart in the rich landscape of multimodal benchmarks. In sections 3 and 4, we
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Figure 1 | The Perception Test at a glance: 6 types of annotations (object & point tracks, action & sound
segments, multiple-choice videoQA and grounded videoQA), 4 skill areas, 4 types of reasoning
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describe the videos and annotations that form the Perception Test. In section 5, we introduce the
computational tasks enabled by these annotations, together with evaluation metrics. In section 6, we
discuss per-task results obtained for three of the tasks using baselines from the literature. We also
include preliminary results from a human baseline. Section 7 discusses the diversity of the participants
involved in creating the benchmark. We conclude with a summary and important directions of future
work in section 8.

2. Related work

A large number of perception-related benchmarks exist in the literature, covering various compu-
tational tasks or modalities. We focus the discussion here on video benchmarks and highlight the
differences between the Perception Test and prior work, in terms of data collection process, covered
modalities, and available annotations and tasks.

Existing real-world benchmarks rely on one of the data sources below:

• Videos collected from the web or from repositories like Youtube, e.g. Kinetics (Kay et al., 2017),
ActivityNet (Caba Heilbron et al., 2015), VGGSound (Chen et al., 2020)

• Videos collected on demand, filmed by volunteers doing arbitrary activities in indoor or outdoor
scenes, e.g. EPIC-KITCHENS (Damen et al., 2021), Ego4D (Grauman et al., 2021)

• Videos collected on demand, filmed by crowd-sourced participants doing actions described in
pre-defined scripts, mostly in indoor scenes, e.g. Charades (Sigurdsson et al., 2016), Something-
Something v2 (SSv2) (Goyal et al., 2018).

Invariably, all these real-world benchmarks use crowd-sourced annotations on top of these videos to
enable various computational tasks like action classification, object detection, or video captioning, to
name only a few.

Annotating publicly available videos is useful for training. However, using this approach for general
perception evaluation has multiple drawbacks. Large quantities of data would need to be amassed
and carefully filtered and annotated to accumulate (statistically) sufficiently diverse samples showing
perceptually interesting situations that require skills like memory, abstraction, physics and semantics
understanding. In addition, some types of data are simply not available, e.g. situations showing
incorrect execution of simple tasks like tying shoe laces. As we aim to assess more diverse skills, we
chose to design video scripts that show perceptually interesting and diverse situations and film these
with crowd-sourced participants from different places in the world to ensure diversity of video content
and appearance. Different from Charades where the scripts were designed by crowd-sourced workers,
our scripts are designed by our research team, similar to Something-something (v2). However, we did
not aim to obtain an exhaustive coverage of simple actions like in SSv2. Instead, we designed more
complex scripts, containing multiple actions, to probe for more advanced reasoning skills beyond
action classification.

A few researchworks have highlighted the need for robust diagnostics benchmarks, e.g. CATER (Gird-
har and Ramanan, 2020), CLEVRER (Yi et al., 2020), IntPhys (Riochet et al., 2018), Physion (Bear
et al., 2021). Their authors developed synthetic datasets to evaluate in a more systematic way, across
different levels of difficulty, models’ abilities to reason about intuitive physics (object collisions, motion,
object permanence). We share the same motivation of creating a diagnostic test, and we aim to cover
aspects related to memory, abstraction, intuitive physics, and semantics, using real-world videos. To
achieve this, in addition to designing the video scripts, our research team also designed the questions
for each script type for the high-level tasks (mc-vQA and g-vQA); the answers per video were provided
by crowd-sourced annotators.
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Table 1 summarises the characteristics of the Perception Test compared to previous efforts. It
can be observed that the Perception Test has a better coverage of skill areas and higher density of
annotations1. Size-wise, the Perception Test is comparable to Charades, but much smaller than Ego4D
or SSv2. We emphasise that the Perception Test is not designed to be a large-scale training dataset.
Instead, it is an evaluation benchmark with limited fine-tuning data.

Dataset Data source Skill area #videos Avg #annot. / video Avg length (s)
Charades scripted, real S 10,000 14 30
SSv2 scripted, real AS 108,499 1 4
Ego4D real MS 102,896‡ 9∗ 492†

CLEVRER scripted, synth P 60,000 N/A 5
Perception Test scripted, real MAPS 11,672 907 23

Table 1 | Characteristics of different datasets compared to the Perception Test. Our dataset has the
widest coverage of skill areas: Memory (M), Abstraction (A), Physics (P), Semantics (S), and the
highest density of human-provided annotations per video. Legend: ‡number of annotated clips,
∗reported for hand-objects subset with the highest density of annotations, †reported for ELM NLQ
subset with highest average clip length. For CLEVRER, the annotations are extracted directly from
the simulator.

3. Videos in the Perception Test

Inspired by how human perception screening tests are carefully designed by experts in developmental
psychology or medicine (e.g. Cooke et al. (2005)), we designed video scripts and tasks to diagnose
the perception skills of models. We discuss here in more detail the script design and video filming.

3.1. Script design

Our goal was not to obtain an exhaustive coverage of activities or types of scenes. Instead, we selected
four areas – Memory, Abstraction, Physics, Semantics – within which several skills should be tested
(see Table 2, second column) through tasks that require different types of reasoning: descriptive,
explanatory, predictive, or counterfactual (Yi et al., 2020). We then created scripts describing simple
situations or games that can be easily performed by any one person (non-professional actor) using the
items available in a regular household, or items that can be easily crafted if not available (e.g. letters
or geometric shapes crafted from paper or cardboard). Each script consists of a brief description of
the scene, followed by a description of the actions to be performed, together with specification of
the camera placement (static camera one viewpoint; static camera 2 viewpoints; static camera and
moving camera). To enhance content diversity, each script had considerable room for variability in
the number of objects to be included in the scene or types of actions to be performed, or order of
actions.

We prioritised situations where we can test high-level concepts like memory through low-level
tasks like object tracking and the other way around: low-level physics understanding probed through
high-level tasks like question-answering. In addition, we included in each script elements that could
make the situations more interesting and challenging. For example, in cooking scripts (e.g. making
tea, making salad), we added distractor actions, i.e. actions not relevant for making tea and that
have no impact on the outcome of the making tea sequence, like clapping hands, or hitting a kettle
with a spoon; this allows probing for understanding of causal relations between actions. We also
included distractor objects in the scene description, i.e. objects that are not relevant for the current

1We count every labeled box, point, temporal segment, or question as a separate annotation
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script, but which are relevant for other scripts, like tomatoes present on the table during the make tea
activity (Tacchetti et al., 2019). For all the scripts, we also asked participants to include in the scene
some adversarial configurations of objects, e.g. a shoe on the table. This allows us to probe models for
understanding of spatial relations of objects when the language biases are not valid. Finally, some of
the script variations include adversarial actions, i.e. incorrectly executed actions. For example, when
making the tea, all the steps are done normally, but one is incorrectly executed, like pouring water
from an empty kettle. In this way, we can probe for understanding of task completion, in a more
complex setup than the adversarial action classification used in SSv2 dataset (Goyal et al., 2018).

Table 2 shows examples of situations included in the scripts to probe for the different skills in the
four areas and Figure 1 shows examples of videos in the different skill areas and types of reasoning.
Note that the videos associated with a script in a certain domain allow defining tasks and questions
across several domains. All-in-all, we designed 37 scripts, each with 2-5 variations, to obtain a diverse
dataset.

3.2. Video filming

We recruited around 100 participants from different locations around the world through a crowd-
sourcing pool to carry out the filming (see section 7 for details about the diversity of the participants).
Each script variation was filmed by at least a dozen of different participants, using most often a
mobile-phone camera, resulting in high-resolution audio-visual assets. For scripts to be filmed from
two different viewpoints, the recording was most often done sequentially by repeating the script; a
few participants recorded simultaneously using two filming devices. About 15% of the videos were
filmed with a moving camera. Most of the videos were filmed indoors in the living room or kitchen,
with a small number being filmed in the bathroom or outdoors (about 1%). Most of the activities are
performed on a tabletop, but some are also performed on the floor or on a chair. To avoid privacy
concerns, we instructed the participants to not record their faces or voices. This does not constitute a
limitation of the dataset since the focus in our scripts is on object interactions. The participants gave
their consent for the data to be used, published, and stored for perpetuity.

3.3. Splits

The Perception Test contains 11.6k videos (with audio), 23s average length. We split the data into
two, and release publicly half of the data (with pre-defined training and validation splits), and keep
the other half for testing through an evaluation server. When defining the splits, we made sure to
include in the same split the videos coming from the same participant. We also optimised to obtain a
good balance across all annotation types and camera motions. All-in-all, the dataset contains: 2202
training (or fine-tuning) videos, 3544 validation videos, and 5926 test videos.

4. Annotations in the Perception Test

We annotate these videos with six types of low-level and high-level annotations: object and point
tracks, action and sound temporal segments, multiple-choice video question-answers and grounded
video question-answers. We include a summary of the number of annotations of different types in
Table 3 and visualisations in Figure 1.

4.1. Object tracks

Object tracks represent the root annotation of our benchmark. All the other annotations, except
for multiple-choice vQA, are linked or grounded into object tracks. In the annotation process, we
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Skill area Skill Example of situations and questions

Memory

Visual discrimination Objects are shown in front of the camera, with some shown more
than once. Task: detect which objects were shown multiple times.

Change detection The camera is filming a table, then looks away for a few seconds,
then looks back at the table. Some changes may have occurred.
Task: explain what changed.

Sequencing Objects are put in a backpack. Task: List their order.
Event recall A person indicates a region on the table with the hand, then puts

objects inside and outside the region. Task: List the objects put
inside the region.

Abstraction

Object, action & event
counting

A person turns a lamp on and off. Task: Count the number of times
the illumination changed in the scene.

Feature matching A person puts some wooden letters on the table. Task: List the
letters that have the same colour.

Pattern discovery Some geometric shapes are shown in a certain pattern. Task:
predict what shape would be shown next.

Pattern breaking A person puts multiple cups all facing upwards and one facing
downwards. Task: Indicate the object that breaks the pattern.

Physics

Object permanence A person plays a cups-game with 3-4 cups by hiding a small object
under one of the cups, then shuffles the cups. Task: Predict where
is the hidden object after shuffling.

Spatial relations &
containment

A person puts a bookmark in a book, then puts the same or another
book in a backpack. Task: Where is the bookmark at the end.

Object attributes A person writes on a piece of paper. Task: Is the paper lined or
plain.

Motion & occluded in-
teractions

A person moves an occluder object in front of a small object, some-
times moving also the small (occluded) object. Task: Was the small
object moved?

Solidity & collisions A person launches objects against a blocker object, sometimes
removing the blocker. Task: Does the object fall off the table.

Conservation A person pours an equal amount of water in 2 identical glasses,
then pours all or part of the water from one glass in a taller or
wider glass. Task: How much water is in the last glass?

Stability A person puts objects on top of each other in a stable or unstable
configuration. Task: Predict if the configuration will be stable after
placing the last object.

Semantics

Distractor actions &
objects

A personmakes tea, and does also some distractor actions unrelated
to making tea, e.g. rotating a knife. Task: Identify the distractor
action(s).

Task completion & ad-
versarial actions

A person ties shoe laces, but sometimes pretends to tie, or ties the
lace of one shoe to the lace of the other shoe. Task: Detect if the
action is done correctly.

Object & part recogni-
tion

A person conceals a small object in one of their hands, then shuffles
the hands. Task: Identify in which hand is the object held.

Action & sound recog-
nition

All scripts. Task: Detect the actions and sounds in the video from
a pre-defined list.

Place recognition All scripts. Task: Detect where is the action taking place.
State recognition A person uses an electric device. Task: Indicate if the device is on.
General knowledge &
Language

Some objects are shown to the camera. Task: Given a list of arbi-
trary statements or word puzzles, some requiring general knowl-
edge to solve, select the statement that contains a reference to the
second object shown.

Table 2 | Examples of scripts probing for different skills in the four areas in the Perception Test.
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Annotation type # classes # annotated instances # videos Rate
Objects tracks 5125 191716 11672 1fps
Point tracks NA 8574 145 30fps
Action segments 63 73859 11416 30fps
Sound segments 16 137756 11484 30fps
mc-vQA 132 38658 11672 NA
g-vQA 35 5890 3085 1fps

Table 3 | Annotations included in the Perception Test. Each object or point track contains multiple
sub-annotations, created at a certain rate – e.g. each point is annotated on every frame, at 30 fps.
Action and sound segments are annotated at the original video frame rate. # classes refers to the
number of unique questions for mc-vQA and g-vQA.

Static or shaking camera Moving camera Total
Num total objects 165552 26164 191716
Num action objects 55344 6923 62267
Num sound objects 56158 7666 63824
Num g-vQA boxes 6795 2579 9374

Table 4 | Object tracks involved in actions, sounds, and grounded-vQA, split by camera motion.

instructed annotators to focus on the objects that the person interacts with and the objects that are in
the immediate vicinity of the area where the person is performing actions, which act as distractor
objects. We annotated boxes at 1fps throughout the video. When the objects are occluded, the
annotators marked an approximate position of the boxes. Some ambiguous classes still remain, like
liquids being poured or objects being torn. The object names were defined from an open vocabulary.
The annotators typically included object attributes as well (colour, material), resulting in a large
number of unique names. Figure 6 in the Appendix includes a list of the most frequent words (object
or attributes) in the benchmark. Table 4 shows the distribution of object tracks into various categories,
e.g. objects involved in actions or sounds, correlated with camera motion.
Cups-game subset: We isolate the videos corresponding to the cups-game scripts, as they can be an
interesting subset for probing object trackers’ abilities to reason about motion, object permanence, or
occluded interactions when different factors may influence the difficulty of the task, e.g. identical vs
non-identical objects used in the game, transparent vs non-transparent objects, or number of objects
used. This subset contains 598 videos, with 483 videos where the cups are identical, and 113 videos
where the cups are transparent. Most of the videos have 3 cups (451 videos), 132 videos have 2
cups, and 34 videos have 4 cups. We also provide a visibility mask for each video showing when the
hidden object is occluded. For this occluded object we use intersection as a metric (as opposed to
Intersection-over-Union), to deal with the uncertainty of the position when the object is occluded.

4.2. Point tracks

Although object tracks based on bounding boxes allow probing some physical properties of objects,
such as object permanence, solidity, and coarse motion, they don’t fully describe articulated or non-
rigid objects, thin objects that are not axis-aligned, or out-of-plane rotation. A better understanding
of physical interactions arises if we can track how object surfaces move and deform over time as
the interaction takes place. To this end, we annotate point tracks on object surfaces following the
protocol of TAP-Vid (Doersch et al., 2022). Annotators were instructed to select points spanning all
the different parts of the objects labelled in the object tracking task. Thus, each point is linked to one
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of the tracked objects. Points that are occluded are simply marked as occluded and not tracked. For
translucent objects (e.g. glass cups), we only consider points to be ‘visible’ if they belong to the surface
closest to the camera. Table 5 gives the distribution of points into moving or static, also correlated
with the camera motion.

Static or shaking camera Moving camera Total
Num total points 7791 783 8574

Num moving points 3800 783 4583
Num static points 3991 0 3991

Table 5 | Point tracks available in the Perception Test, split by point and camera motion.

4.3. Action segments with action-relevant objects

To capture temporal understanding and enable grounding over time, we annotate the videos with
temporal segments belonging to a fixed set of templated labels, e.g. putting something into something,
similar to (Goyal et al., 2018). These are associated with action-relevant object tracks, i.e. objects
involved in the action. Defining the boundaries of actions in a consistent manner is a research topic
in itself (Moltisanti et al., 2018). Given that in our videos, a single person performs the actions, most
of the time in a sequential manner, we define an action segment as the interval in which the person
is in contact with the objects relevant for that action and the type of action does not change, e.g.
when a person puts sugar in a tea, the putting something into something action starts when the person
picks up the spoon and ends when the person puts down the spoon. If, after putting the sugar, the
person starts stirring with the same spoon, this defines a new segment as the type of action changed.
Figure 6 in the Appendix presents the frequency of actions across the entire dataset.

4.4. Sound segments with sound-relevant objects

Similarly to the action segment annotations but applied to the audio modality, we collect sound
segment annotations grounded in object tracks. By watching the video and listening to the audio, the
annotators define temporal sound segments and label them from a list of 16 audio segment labels.
For each sound, the annotators also identify the object (or objects) involved in making the sound,
or specify that these are out of the camera’s field of view. For example, if an object is placed on the
table making an audible sound, then both the object track and the table track are associated with the
sound segment. Figure 7 in the Appendix presents the frequency of sounds across the entire dataset.

4.5. Question-answers for video-level reasoning

Different from the existing VQA datasets, which rely on crowd-sourced questions and answers, we
designed ourselves the questions per script to cover different types of reasoning (Yi et al., 2020):
descriptive, explanatory, predictive, counterfactual, and to cover aspects that are important for
operating in the real world, e.g. understanding task completion, detecting changes, and so on. The
answers for all the questions per video were provided by crowd-sourced participants. As we are
interested in non-ambiguous evaluation, we favour the multiple-choice setup over the open-language
answer setup. To define challenging negative options, we partly relied on human annotators, partly
sampling from the correct answers of other videos in the same type of script. Figure 2 and Table 6
show the distribution of question-video pairs into perception skills, skill areas, and type of reasoning.
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Figure 2 | Number of multiple-choice video question-answers in the Perception Test across skills in the
four skill areas: Memory, Abstraction, Physics, Semantics. One skill can be assigned to multiple skill
areas – here we choose one as the prime area for each skill.

Area # videoQA pairs # unique Qs
Memory 7314 36
Abstraction 12853 58
Physics 24158 80
Semantics 25297 82

Reasoning # videoQA pairs # unique Qs
Descriptive 32068 106
Explanatory 4558 14
Predictive 1294 7
Counterfactual 738 5

Table 6 | Number of videoQA pairs and number of unique questions per area (left) and type of
reasoning (right). Total number of multiple-choice videoQA pairs: 38658, unique questions: 132.
Note that one question may be counted in multiple areas if it covers multiple skills. Each question is
assigned to a unique type of reasoning.
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4.6. Question-answers with answer-relevant object

As another way to connect high-level and low-level scene understanding capabilities, we define
questions or tasks in language form, with answers given as object tracks. Similar to the regular
question-answers above, these grounded questions are associated with skills and skill areas, as well as
various types of reasoning. Most of these tasks fall under the Physics area.

5. Computational tasks in the Perception Test

We defined six computational tasks based on the annotations available in the Perception Test. We
summarise in Table 7 the task definitions: input, task specification where applicable, output, and
metric. It can be observed that the Perception Test combines lower-level dense prediction tasks like
object and point tracking, whose outputs are box and point trajectories, with higher-level tasks like
video question answering. For all the tasks, the video and audio are available as inputs, together with
a task specification where applicable, e.g. the coordinates of a box to track for object tracking, or a
language question and options for multiple-choice videoQA.
Single object tracking. In this task, the model should separately track every single object box
labelled in the dataset starting from one of its first frames. In some cases (≈ 20%) where the object
is entering the field of view at the beginning or during the video, the first box may span only a
few pixels, so it does not contain a representative view of the object. To deal with this problem,
we use a heuristic to select a later frame, when the object is not touching the image boundary, to
identify the query box for each object track. Performance is evaluated using the standard average
intersection-over-union (IoU) metric, (also called average overlap), for evaluating long-term tracking
without tracker re-initialization. It is defined as the average IoU over the entire track between the
predicted and the ground-truth boxes (Čehovin et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2019). We also provide
code for more fine-grained analysis, e.g., performance on objects in videos shot with static vs. moving
cameras, objects involved in actions etc.
Single point tracking. In this task, given a set of ground truth initial 2D point coordinates, the model
should separately trace their spatial trajectories throughout the video. Performance is evaluated using
the recently proposed average Jaccard metric for evaluating both long-term point tracking position
and occlusion accuracy. This metric checks how similar the predicted and the ground-truth point
tracks are, based on the average number of true positive matches, divided by the sum of true positives,
false positives, and false negatives over the entire track (Doersch et al., 2022; Greff et al., 2022).
Temporal action / audio localisation. We define these two tasks similarly, as temporal segment
detection problems. Given a video, the model predicts potentially overlapping temporal 1d-segment
covering the actions/sounds and classifies them using a fixed set of labels. Performance is evaluated
using the standard mean AP over classes (Zhang et al., 2022) based on temporal IoU between
predicted and ground truth boxes.
Multiple-choice video question-answering. In this task, the model receives, in parallel with the
video, a question and three possible answers, out of which only one is correct, and the model has to
pick one answer (33% random chance). For most of the questions, watching the video and reading
the question are enough for providing a correct answer. A limited number of questions are formulated
in a generic way, so the options are necessary for choosing the answer: e.g. Which of the following
statements describes the scene better?. In some cases, choosing the answer by elimination of the false
options may be simpler. Performance is evaluated by measuring top-1 accuracy. For a couple of scripts,
the videos must be trimmed to not reveal the answer: in the cups-games and stable configurations
videos, we provide a frame id where the video should be trimmed to not reveal the answer. For the
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Task Task specification Output Metric
Object tracking box to track box track Avg. IoU
Point tracking point to track point track Avg. Jaccard

Temporal action localisation NA list of action segments mAP
Temporal sound localisation NA list of sound segments mAP

mc-vQA text question and options answer (1 out of 3) top-1 accuracy
g-vQA text question list of box tracks HOTA

Table 7 | Computational tasks in the Perception Test. The inputs to the model are video and audio in
all cases, plus additional per-task inputs mentioned under task specification—for example coordinates
of one bounding box for the tracking task.

train and validation splits we release the entire videos together with the cut frame id information. In
the test split, only the trimmed videos are available for these particular video types.
Grounded video question-answering. This task is similar to conditional multiple-object tracking,
with the conditioning being given as a language task or question as opposed to a class label. The
answers are object tracks defined throughout the video and we use HOTA (Luiten et al., 2020) as
metric to evaluate performance. In some situations, if processing the video in a causal manner, the
initial parts of the track might not be relevant for the question, e.g. Track the object that was removed
from the table and the object is removed halfway through the video. However, given that we do not
enforce causal processing of the video, the track prediction for the initial part can still be done in
hindsight.

6. Experiments

The Perception Test is designed to probe models for their transfer abilities. Models pre-trained on
external datasets and tasks can be evaluated in a zero/few-shot setting or finetuned on our limited-
scale training set. Figure 3 depicts the finetuning evaluation setup, where our training set can be
used to finetune task decoders for the tasks defined in our benchmark. The model receives video and
audio modalities as input. Depending on the computational task, the model may receive an additional
task specification as input, e.g. a text question for the vQA tasks, or box or point coordinates for the
tracking tasks. The task specification can be injected into the task decoders or given as additional
input to the pre-trained model.

We include here results obtained by running per-task baselines from the literature for object
tracking, point tracking, and multiple-choice video QA. For the latter, we also include the results of
a human baseline study on 126 video-question pairs covering the various skill areas and types of
reasoning.

6.1. Object tracking

We report baseline results on the validation set for object tracking using the SiamFC model (Bertinetto
et al., 2016). SiamFC performs a cross-correlation between ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-50 features
extracted from the given initial box/object template, and the new video frame (within a local spatial
window), to find the box’s location in the new frame. SiamFC was chosen as a baseline due to its
high-performance on a number of single-object tracking benchmarks, despite its simplicity and no
dataset specific training (Fan et al., 2021). We followed the implementation in UniTrack (Wang et al.,
2021). The results for the different categories of objects (involved in actions or in sounds, etc) are
included in Table 8, aggregated based on camera motion.
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Figure 3 | Pre-trained models can be evaluated on our benchmark in zero/few-shot or finetuning
regimes, possibly by integrating additional task decoders, to be trained on our training split.

Object tracking Static or slightly shaking camera Moving camera
all objects 0.69 0.53
action objects 0.54 0.47
sound objects 0.61 0.53
g-vQA boxes 0.51 0.46

Table 8 | SiamFC baseline results, measured as average IoU, for the object tracking task across different
categories of objects in the Perception Test. Note that many objects are static, hence the performance
on "all objects" with static camera is significantly better than in other categories.
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Point tracking Static or slightly shaking camera Moving camera
all points 0.5175 0.4218
static points 0.7299 NA
moving points 0.4962 0.4218

Table 9 | TapNet baseline results (average Jaccard, higher is better) for the point tracking task on
validation set. Note that the model was not trained on this benchmark – it was evaluated zero-shot.

6.2. Point tracking baseline

We report baseline results on the validation set for point tracking using a TapNet model (Doersch
et al., 2022) trained on Kubric and transferred zero-shot. The model operates on 256x256 resolution
(aspect ratio is not preserved) and consumes the whole video directly. The results can be found in
Table 9 and, as expected, they show that moving points or those seen through a moving camera are
considerably harder to track.

6.3. Multiple-choice vQA

For the videoQA task, we report a human baseline and an automatic baseline using the Flamingo
model (Alayrac et al., 2022). We also consider a dummy frequency-based baseline. Results are shown
in Table 10 and Figure 4.
Frequency baseline. Because there is a fixed set of question-answer pairs that are defined over
multiple videos, it is possible to compute a simple baseline that always picks the most frequent correct
answer (on the training set) during evaluation; this baseline obtains 47%. One can also compute this
baseline on a random subset of training examples for each question type, see Table 10. This is a fairer
baseline for models using few-shot evaluation.
Human baseline. We ran a small study for the mc-vQA task with human participants. We used
126 questions from the dataset, with one video per question selected at random. We recruited 30
participants (half male, half female, with advanced English language skills) through a crowdsourcing
pool. Each participant answered a subset of 42 questions, resulting in 10 answers per question. The
performance per domain and type of reasoning is detailed in Figure 4. The average accuracy across all
the videos was 91.4%. Most mistakes had to do with difficult perceptual judgments. In one example
a configuration of objects was difficult to judge as stable or not from the existing camera viewpoint.
In a different case, an important detail happened in the very first frames of the video and was easy to
overlook if people were not paying full attention from the moment they pressed the "play" button.
It is worth noting that running the study was straightforward, the participants did not require any
training, which we could call a zero-shot setup. The median time spent to answer a set of 42 questions
was 30 minutes. As future work, we intend to run a larger scale human baseline including at least 10
videos per question, to consolidate these results.
Flamingo. We run the model with a maximum of 30 frames sampled at 1fps, spatial resolution 320.
When the videos are longer than 30 seconds, we run the inference on the middle clip of the video
only. The audio modality is ignored as the model has not been trained to deal with it. Similarly as in
the original work (Alayrac et al., 2022), we score the different possible options based on likelihood.

We considered zero-shot, 4-shot and 8-shot settings. In the zero-shot setting, the model obtains
36% on the validation set, which is slightly better than random chance and very far from human
(zero-shot) performance. In the 8-shot setting, we sample 8 examples and associated ground truth
responses from each question in the training set and use as prompts. The resulting accuracy on the
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Figure 4 | Zero-shot human baseline results for a subset of questions and videos in the Perception Test,
compared to 8-shot Flamingo 9B results on the entire validation set. The black dashed line indicates
the random baseline. Even in 8-shot regime, Flamingo is far from the human baseline and seems to
struggle the most with memory-related skills and counterfactual reasoning.

validation split is 52%. Interestingly, the larger models seem to fare worse on this task, which suggests
that model scaling may not, by itself, be the solution here.

Multiple-choice video QA 0-shot 4-shot 8-shot Full train set
Flamingo-3B 36.1 46.2 50.6 -
Flamingo-9B 34.7 47.3 52.0 -
Flamingo-80B 34.1 42.4 47.5 -
Frequency baseline 33.3 40.1 41.5 47.0
Human baseline 91.4 - - -

Table 10 | mc-vQA top-1 accuracy (higher is better), for different training modes and different models,
including people. A frequency baseline is also provided that just picks the most frequent answer in
the training set (for zero-shot this corresponds to random chance). "-" refers to numbers that were
not collected. Best results in each setting are shown in bold.

7. Diversity analysis

Ensuring diversity of participants and scenes depicted in the videos was a critical consideration when
developing the benchmark. To this end, we selected participants from different countries of different
ethnicity and gender and aimed to have a diverse representation within each video script. Table 11
and Figure 5 includes details about the self-reported demographics of participants involved in filming,
along gender, ethnicity, and geolocation dimensions. Given the diversity of the participants involved
in filming, we hope that the Perception Test can also enable studying model bias against different
demographics – we aim to pursue this study in the future.

8. Conclusion

We propose a diagnostic benchmark for multimodal models, that probes for memory, abstraction,
physics, and semantic capabilities, across visual, audio, and text modalities, using real-world videos
capturing carefully designed scripts. The videos are densely labeled with six types of annotations
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Figure 5 | Geolocation of participants involved in filming.

(objects and point tracks, action and sound segments, multiple-choice and grounded video question-
answer pairs), which enables evaluating models across many different dimensions on a common set
of videos. It also sets up a foundation for more advanced future tasks that combine these annotations
in various ways.

We are open-sourcing the videos and the annotations in the train and validation splits, together
with per-task baseline results. A challenge server will be available soon, to evaluate models on the
held-out test split. In principle, any model can be evaluated on our benchmark, either in a zero-shot
setting or by fine-tuning task decoders on our train split. An ideal perception model would be able to
perform all the tasks in our benchmark.

Our preliminary results suggest that state-of-the-art zero-shot vision and language models do only
slightly above chance on our benchmark, whereas humans in the same setting are nearly perfect. This
gives a new perspective on understanding models limitations and could help narrowing down areas of
improvement to guide research. In addition, by combining low-level and high-level annotations across
multiple modalities and tasks, we hope to enable cross-pollination between communities that are
currently fairly fragmented, e.g. the community working on tasks like tracking and flow estimation
using benchmarks like KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012) or Sintel (Butler et al., 2012), with the community
working on high-level scene understanding using benchmarks like ImageNet, Kinetics, AudioSet and
VQA. Finally, we hope to collaborate with the community to continuously grow and improve this
benchmark, by adding new videos, tasks, modalities, or even new languages, to build a comprehensive
diagnostic test for multimodal models.
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United States 0.70
Egypt 0.48
Other 5.87

Table 11 | Self-reported demographics (Gender, Ethnicity, Country) of participants involved in filming.
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Figure 6 | Frequency of objects and log-scale frequency of actions in the Perception Test.
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Figure 7 | Log-scale frequency of sounds in the Perception Test.
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